
A walkable, complete community



Meridian, Idaho, established in 1891, soon became an

area in Idaho covered with apple and prune orchards.

The combination of fertile soil, consistent sunny days,

ample water - through the construction of the

appropriately named Settlers Irrigation Ditch - and a

railway running through the Meridian, provided the

perfect setting to cultivate and ship this new Idaho cash

crop eastward to support the growing population in

America.

The History



The Project.
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Orchard Park is a complete community offering a

thoughtful mix of essential and destination retail, a new

public library, architectural residences, and over 5 acres

of park space. All served by a diverse amenity package

embracing interests such as wellness, fitness, aquatics,

crafting, garden, domestic pets, resident business and

collaboration space and family friendly environments.

Orchard Park is a tapestry of architectural structures

woven together with outdoor gathering areas. These

"third spaces" - are where friends, old and new can share

experiences, catch up, or just relax in the midst of one

another's company.

Striking the perfect balance between hassle-free

suburban life with the all the benefits of a walkable

community, Orchard Park is meeting this desire.



High Desert Development commenced construction on

the property known as Orchard Park in 2019. The project

consists of 458 residential homes and thoughtfully

designed apartment units, 265,000 square feet of retail

(including essential and destination), parking for over

1,100 cars (dedicated to retail), and 17,000 square feet of

creative office space, all sitting on over 80 acres at the

primary intersection of State Highway 26 and Linder Road

in Meridian, Idaho.
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80 ACRE DEVELOPMENT

265,000 SQUARE FEET RETAIL + ENTERTAINMENT

17,000 SQUARE FEET CREATIVE OFFICE SPACE

458 NEW RESIDENTIAL HOMES/MULTIFAMILY UNITS

1 NEW PUBLIC LIBRARY & PLAZA

About.



Orchard Park is located in the geographical center

of the greater Boise area - a short distance from

Downtown Boise and the Boise Airport. The

property offers nearby employment and the best

schools in the state. 

The natural setting of the area includes integrated

parks, municipal and state parks within walking

distance, and commutes under 30 minutes to the

myriad of activities that have made the greater

Boise area internationally renowned for its quality

of life.

Central
Location.
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Consumer Behavior
Profiles

TOP TIER

BOOMBURBS

URBAN CHIC

% OF
MARKETDEMO GROUP INCOME ATTRIBUTES

20.66%

ENTERPRISING
PROFESSIONAL

$200,000+

14.32% $200,000 -
$150,000

10.49% $150,000 -
$125,000

14.59% $125,000 -
$100,000

CoreLogic - One mile radius data
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- Business owners & Executives
- Married, or second marriage

- Affluent market with rapid growth
- Kid obsessed

- Sophisticated, exclusive lifestyle
- Married couples and singles

- Young, makes > 2.0x US med. income
- Married couples and singles



1 MILE 3 MILES 5 MILES

POPULATION

HH INCOME

MEDIAN AGE

GROWTH 
2010 - 2021

11,442 77,253 162,412

$141,592 $113,916 $106,167

34.80 35.60 36.60

96.13% 61.01% 46.01%

Trade Area &
Demographics
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High disposable income, young median age, an incredible rate of

new construction/growth and an absence of experiential retail

combine to present a fantastic opportunity for on-trend retail

concepts.



1 2
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1. THE LIBRARY PLAZA

2. THE BARN

3. THE SQUARE
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Site & Amenity Plan

Multifamily &
Creative Office

158 Custom Residences

State Highway 26

Community Events (Movie Nights, Yoga & Outdoor

Music) // Amenities & Games // Architectural Shade //

Small Group Gatherings // Iconic Sculpture

Indoor Surf Park // Yoga & Spin // Concert Venue //

Skate Park // Indoor Bazaar // Tea Garden

Play Sculpture // Inviting Fire Feature //Outdoor

Seating // People Watching // Gathering & Event

Space // Art Workshops
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Creating
Community
The Library Plaza serves as a natural gathering place for the

community. With programming for children and adults of all

ages. Gather for story time, community yoga, or learn the

latest 3D printing techniques while enjoying a locally crafted

ice cream, coffee, beer, or perfectly executed pizza. This is the

setting we only thought possible in the movies.
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Meridian Library

Concept Restaurant: wood fired pizza and farm-

to-table fare

Food Hall (including):

Local roasted coffee

Handmade ice cream

Handmade tamales and street tacos

Ramen featuring on-site fermented miso

Vegan & Sandwich restaurant

Beer and wine bar featuring local craft brews

and locally made wine

The Plaza merchandising mix in the barn brings

together farm-to-table food and family friendly

options including:

Merchandising
Mix



Re-Imagining
Retail
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The Barn, a net zero structure, plays host to the
collision of experience and culture. The form is a
nod to Idaho's economic past while serving as a
vessel to embrace its bright future.
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Bringing people together with sports, incredible

farm-to-table food, top-of-the-line sporting and

outdoor gear, along with carefully curated

purveyors - to share experiences, and build

community.

The goal is to bring the outdoors in - all the best

Idaho has to offer whether that be adventure,

culinary, or culture.



Steak and Sushi Concept Restaurant

Oyster Bar

Powersports Dealer

Buy Idaho Concept Store

Bespoke Archery Outfitter

Barber

Boat Dealer

Surf Wave and Community Pavilion

Yoga and Spin Studio

Concept Restaurant [from Michelin Star Chef]

Pressed Juice

Local Wine, Cheese, Charcuterie

Locally Roasted Coffee

Sour Dough Artisanal Bakery

The merchandising mix in the barn brings together sport,

wellness, and top culinary experiences including:
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Merchandising
Plan

+6' Level

-6' Level2



Whether you're grabbing a last minute pair of

heels for a social gathering, looking for that

perfect item for your living room, or preparing

for a special trip, we are singularly dedicated to

your cause.

A Heart for The
Community
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Shopping is very visual as the intent of the end result

is visual (finding those finishing pieces for your home,

that perfect top that expresses your personality at

work).

If a picture is worth a 1,000 words, then a real life

experience is worth at least a billion words. If done

really right, maybe even a trillion.

Experiential
Shopping
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High End Furniture & Home Goods

Baby and Toddler Goods

Housewares Boutique

Wine and Tapas

Dog Food and Supply

Custom Cosmetics

and more

The Town Square is focused on the modern high-

street shopping experience. Currently in the design

phase, the focus is to create a more engaging and

authentic retail experience - providing a rhythm and

balance between discovery and gathering areas to

share moments with friends.
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Site & Merch
Plan
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EDWIN CHAN
EC3. Former Partner Gehry Partners

AT WORK

PREVIOUS WORKS

GUGGENHEIM - BILBOA, SPAIN FACEBOOK - MENLO PARK LOUIS VUITTON FOUNDATION - PARIS, FRANCE

DESIGN ARCHITECT
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ARCHITECTURAL TEAM & CONSULTANTS

2 WORLD TRADE CENTER

https://www.adamson-associates.com/

https://www.mka.com/

ABU DAHBI - MEDIA ZONE GOOGLE CAMPUS

AMAZON SPHERES LAS VEGAS CONVENTION
CENTER 2

DRAKE'S BREWING

LUMBERYARD - MALIBU 512 ROSE - VENICE SPORTSMEN'S LODGE - STUDIO CITY

https://www.noun.love/
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https://www.mka.com/
https://www.noun.love/


208.867.7447

Joe Huarte
208.577.8332

Dave McKinney
208.900.8028

Michael Slavin

ldm@ctcweb.net michael@accomplice.group

The information above has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable. While we do not doubt its accuracy, we have not verified it and make no guarantee, warranty or
representation about it. It is your responsibility to independently confirm its accuracy and completeness. Any projections, opinions, assumptions or estimates used are for example

only and do not represent the current or future performance of the property.


